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All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.*
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I. INTRODUCTION

Armed with shotguns, participants in the Annual Fred Coleman Memorial Shoot in Hegins, Pennsylvania stand twenty yards from caged pigeons. The object of the shoot is to blast the birds when they are released. At the 1990 competition, roughly 150 protesters gathered to picket the event. Just before the birds were to be released, a group of the protesters charged onto the field. Several fights developed, a police car was damaged and three state police officers were injured. As the state police attempted to restore order, the spectators implored the troopers to shoot the demonstrators. Twenty-five of the protesters were arrested and charged with criminal trespass or disorderly conduct.¹

The incident in Hegins is not an isolated event. Animal rights activists² have harassed hunters from Connecticut’s Paugussett State Forest to California’s Grizzly Island. These activists have not limited their efforts to harassing hunters. Animal rights groups such as Friends of Animals, Fund for Animals, Animal Rights Front, Animal Rights Foundation, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), and Citizens to End Animal Suffering and Exploitation (CEASE) have been linked to a variety of activities. These activities include bombing businesses that experiment on animals, sabotaging animal traps, polic-

2. See Thomas, Antinomy: The Use, Rights, and Regulation of Laboratory Animals, 13 PEPPERDINE L. REV. 723, 725-26 (1986). Proponents of animal rights and welfare are referred to by a variety of often interchangeable terms. These terms include animal activists, animal extremists, animal liberationists, anti-vivisectionists, and animal advocates. Whatever they are called, these persons are generally divided into three groups: 1) persons who use peaceful methods to improve the plight of animals, 2) persons who use violence and other illegal acts to draw attention to the plight of animals, and 3) persons who are concerned about animals but are unwilling to actively participate in efforts to enhance animal rights and welfare. Id.
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ing factory farms, harassing persons wearing fur, and promoting vegetarianism.\(^3\) Not all animal rights groups participate in or condone all of these activities.\(^4\) However, each of these groups, in its own way, is dedicated to the advancement of animal rights and welfare.

As recently as ten years ago, only a small number of persons participated in efforts to protect animals. The movement has since gained considerable momentum. Ten million individuals belong to the approximately 7000 animal rights and welfare organizations in the United States.\(^5\) Membership in organizations such as PETA and the Humane Society of the United States has grown considerably. In 1980 PETA had six members. Only a decade later, 300,000 persons belonged to this one animal rights organization.\(^6\) In the same time period, the membership of the Humane Society ballooned from 160,000 to nearly one million members.\(^7\) Friends of Animals 1988 membership in Connecticut alone totaled 7000 members.\(^8\)

In addition to the growing popular interest in animal rights and welfare, there is a growing interest in animal rights within the legal community. The "animal defense bar" includes a small number of attorneys who practice exclusively in the area of animal rights, plus approximately 320 attorneys who practice in the area at least part-time.\(^9\)

The growing popular and legal interest in animal rights and welfare is reflected in recent judicial and legislative activity at both the state and federal level. Animal rights activists repeatedly attempt to further their cause through the courts. Efforts to enhance the protection of animals through legislative reform are also common. This Note focuses on these recent judicial and legislative developments in the field of animal rights and welfare. Use of the courts by animal rights activists to foster the protection of animals is examined. Particular emphasis is given to cases addressing the standing requirements imposed upon claimants by the courts. Legislative efforts to advance the protection of animals are also examined. Specifically, recent amendments and attempts to amend the Federal Animal Welfare Act (AWA)\(^10\) are discussed. This Note reviews recent changes on the state level in anti-cruelty statutes, pound animal seizure and release statutes, anti-hunting statutes, anti-trapping statutes, and statutes regulat-
ing the use of animals in laboratory research. Finally, this Note examines "backlash" legislation aimed at restricting the activities of animal rights activists.

This Note does not attempt to address the plethora of ethical and moral issues related to animal rights and welfare. Nor does this Note deal with the debate over the value of medical or industrial research using animals. Also beyond the scope of this Note are rights issues such as whether the first amendment protects the freedom to research or whether animals have "rights" equal to those of human beings. 11

II. STANDING: HURDLE OR ROADBLOCK TO THE COURTHOUSE DOOR

The problems confronting groups and individuals working to enhance the rights and welfare of animals are numerous and formidable. An estimated 200 to 250 million animals are used annually in laboratory research. 12 In addition, licensed hunters killed an estimated 52,489,740 mammals and 111.5 million birds in 1988 and 1989. 13

To a large degree, efforts by activists to curb the abuse of animals have focused on the courts. These efforts have produced mixed results. The main consideration in the majority of these cases is whether the claimants have standing to advance the cause of the animals they are seeking to protect. 14

Whether a party has standing depends on the claimant’s ability to demonstrate "a sufficient stake in an otherwise justiciable controversy to obtain judicial


12. Dudeck, The Use of Animals in Medical Research and Testing: Does the Tail Wag the Dog?, 14 OHIO N.U.L. REV. 87, 87-88 (1987). Forms of research classified as laboratory research include: theoretical research, disease research, research designed to develop specific drugs for specific purposes, and research designed to test the safety and toxicity of consumer goods. Id. Animals are also used "in medical and educational institutions for dissection, surgical practice, and for the extraction of products such as serum and antidotes." Id. at 88.

In 1988 the Department of Agriculture reported "that 140,471 dogs, 42,271 cats, 51,641 primates, 431,457 guinea pigs, 331,945 hamsters, 459,254 rabbits and 178,249 'wild animals' were used experimentally." These numbers represent an annual toll. Wash. Post, June 16, 1990, at A23.


14. Dudeck, supra note 12, at 96. Not all cases involving animal rights and welfare have centered on standing requirements. See, e.g., New England Anti-Vivisection Soc’y v. United States Surgical Corp., 889 F.2d 1198 (1st Cir. 1989). The plaintiffs proposed to include a statement critical of the defendant’s use of animals in the corporation’s proxy statement. Id. at 1199. The plaintiffs failed and then brought this action alleging that the claims made by the corporation urging shareholders to reject the plaintiffs’ proposal were false and misleading. Id. at 1200. The court concluded that the corporation’s statements in opposition to the plaintiffs’ proposed proxy statements were reasonable and did not mislead shareholders. Id. at 1204; see also Progressive Animal Welfare Soc’y v. Department of the Navy, 725 F. Supp. 475, 479 (W.D. Wash. 1989)(plaintiffs successfully challenged Navy’s decision to use Atlantic bottlenose dolphins at submarine base).
resolution of that controversy." The constitutional requirement for standing is found in article III of the United States Constitution. Article III restricts the jurisdiction of federal courts to cases and controversies. While a variety of tests have been formulated by the courts, generally an individual has standing if "he or she can show two things—'injury in fact' arising from the action and injury 'arguably within the zone of interests to be protected' by a violated statute." 

The test for whether an organization has standing to bring suit on behalf of its members is delineated in Hunt v. Washington State Apple Advertising Commission. The Hunt three-prong test requires the organization to establish that: "(a) its members would otherwise have standing to sue in their own right; (b) the interests it seeks to protect are germane to the organization's purpose; and (c) neither the claim asserted nor the relief requested requires the participation of individual members in the lawsuit."

In a series of recent cases, a trend regarding the grant or denial of standing in animal rights cases has developed. Individuals and organizations are generally denied access to the courts unless they have a statutory basis for standing to sue on behalf of privately owned animals. Alternatively, organizations relying on statutes that directly or implicitly grant standing to private actors are allowed to bring actions on behalf of animals living in areas open to public access.

Parties who sue on behalf of animals and fail for lack of standing are usually unsuccessful for two reasons. First, the animals are privately owned or confined to private property. Second, the claimants do not have a statutory basis for standing. This trend is illustrated by three recent cases: Animal Lovers Volunteer Association, Inc. (A.L.V.A.) v. Weinberger (Animal Lovers), International

15. Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 731 (1972)(group lacked standing because neither it nor its members were adversely affected by government action).

The Judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their Authority; to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls; to all Cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction; to Controversies to which the United States shall be a Party; to Controversies between two or more States; between a State and Citizens of another State; between citizens of different States; between citizens of the same State claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

17. Animal Lovers Volunteer Ass'n v. Weinberger, 765 F.2d 937, 938 (9th Cir. 1985)(quoting Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 733 (1972)).
19. Id. at 343. The first prong of the Hunt test is analogous to the general standing requirement of injury in fact. The "germaneness" prong is analogous to the "zone of interest" test. The third prong is unique to organizational standing.

20. 765 F.2d 937 (9th Cir. 1985).

A. Animal Lovers Volunteer Association, Inc. (A.L.V.A.) v. Weinberger

The claimants in Animal Lovers sought to enjoin the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the United States Navy from implementing a plan to kill the goats that roamed wild on San Clemente Island, California. The island was under the military jurisdiction of the Navy and was not open to public access. The Navy planned to shoot and remove the goats because the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior had determined that the animals were a danger to “threatened animals and plants in a critical habitat covering approximately one third of the island.”\(^{23}\) The Navy planned to use marksmen in helicopters to shoot the goats. The Fund for Animals, the animal rights group originally involved in the dispute, wanted the Navy to trap the goats and resettle them off the island. Pursuant to an agreement with the Fund for Animals, the Navy twice unsuccessfully attempted to trap the goats. The Navy then announced its intent to proceed with the original plan to kill and remove the goats. The Fund for Animals abandoned the cause and A.L.V.A. took over. A.L.V.A. asked for injunctive relief based on the contention that the Navy’s environmental impact statement was inadequate.\(^{24}\)

The court did not reach the merits of A.L.V.A.’s claim because it concluded that A.L.V.A. lacked standing. Citing the standing requirements delineated in Sierra Club v. Morton,\(^ {25}\) the court decided A.L.V.A. had “not


\(^{22}\) 895 F.2d 1056 (5th Cir. 1990).

\(^{23}\) Animal Lovers, 765 F.2d at 938.

\(^{24}\) Id. Since the court decided that A.L.V.A. lacked standing, it never reached the merits of A.L.V.A.’s claim regarding the impact statement. Id.

\(^{25}\) 405 U.S. 727 (1972). Courts have cited Sierra Club as the principal case on the validity of aesthetic injuries. See, e.g., Humane Soc’y of the United States v. Hodel, 840 F.2d 45, 52 (D.C. Cir. 1988)(“The leading case on the legitimacy of aesthetic injuries is Sierra Club”). In Sierra Club, the United States Supreme Court evaluated, for the first time, an allegation of standing based on injury of a non-economic nature. Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 734.

The dispute in Sierra Club centered on the Mineral King Valley, “an area of great natural beauty nestled in the Sierra Nevada Mountains” neighboring Sequoia National Park. Since 1926, the valley has been part of the Sequoia National Forest and is a designated national game reserve under the maintenance and administration of the United States Forest Service. Id. at 728-29. In 1969, the Forest Service approved a plan that allowed Walt Disney Enterprises to build a $35 million ski resort, complete with hotels, restaurants, swimming pools, parking lots, ski lifts, ski trails, and other facilities in the valley. Id. at 729. The Sierra Club wanted to maintain the valley in its natural state and brought suit to stop the development. Id. at 729-30. The Club asserted that the “proposed development contravene[d] federal laws and regulations governing the preservation of national parks, forests, and game refuges.” Id. at 730. The Sierra Club claimed that its members would be injured because the development “would destroy or otherwise adversely affect the scenery, natural and historic objects and wildlife of the park and would impair the enjoyment of the park for future generations.” Id. at 734.

Addressing whether the Sierra Club’s injury was sufficient to confer standing, the Supreme Court concluded that:

Aesthetic and environmental well-being, like economic well-being, are important ingredients of the quality of life in our society, and the fact that particular environmental interests are shared by the many rather than the few does not make them less deserving of
demonstrated what injury in fact its members\' would suffer if the goats were shot by the Navy.\(^{26}\) The court reasoned that if the goats had been an endangered species or if A.L.V.A. had shown that the Navy's actions \"would affect its members' aesthetic or ecological surroundings,\" the outcome might have been different.\(^{27}\) A.L.V.A., however, could not establish standing merely by asserting an organizational interest in the goats without an actual injury to its members. The court also denied standing because A.L.V.A. did not demonstrate that it, or any of its members, had a personal stake in the outcome of the suit.\(^{28}\)

The court in \textit{Animal Lovers} explicitly limited its holding to A.L.V.A. It concluded that another organization with a stronger interest in the litigation might have standing to sue the Navy and force a more humane removal of the goats.\(^{29}\) This \"limitation,\" however, is arguably illusory. The court recognized that the Navy's actions involve \"ridding its own property of its own goats.\" It is difficult to imagine how any organization or individual could gain access to the island necessary to develop a \"distinct and palpable,\ldots\ and not \textquoteleft abstract\textquoteleft\] injury.\(^{30}\)

\textbf{B. \textit{International Primate Protection League v. Institute for Behavioral Research}}

The claimants in \textit{Animal Lovers} failed to establish the required injury because the animals in question were private property living on private property. The plaintiffs in \textit{I.P.P.L.} faced a similar problem with similar results. In \textit{I.P.P.L.}, the plaintiffs requested that the court name them guardians of several monkeys seized from the Behavioral Biology Center of the Institute of Behavioral Research (IBR). Police seized the monkeys when the IBR's chief was accused of cruelty toward the animals. The court denied I.P.P.L.'s guardianship request, holding that the plaintiff organization lacked standing.\(^{31}\)

legal protection through the judicial process. But the \"injury in fact\" test requires more than an injury to a cognizable interest. It requires that the party seeking review be himself among the injured.\(^{26}\)\(^{26}\) \textit{Id.} at 734-35. The Club failed to demonstrate that any of its members used the valley in any way and therefore standing was denied. \textit{Id.} at 741.\(^{26}\)

\textit{Animal Lovers}, 765 F.2d at 938 (citing Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 733 (1972)).\(^{27}\)

\textit{Id.}\(^{27}\)

\textit{Id.}\(^{28}\)\(^{28}\) \textit{Id.} at 939. The court concluded that A.L.V.A. lacked \"the longevity and indicia of commitment to preventing inhumane behavior\" necessary to confer standing. \textit{Id.; cf. Japan Whaling Ass\'n v. American Cetacean Soc'y, 478 U.S. 221 (1986). The Court concluded that the respondents \"alleged a sufficient \textquoteleft injury in fact\textquoteright in that the whale watching and studying of their members will be adversely affected by continuing whale harvesting.\" \textit{Id.} at 230-31 n.4; see also United States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures (SCRAP), 412 U.S. 669, 686-87 (1973) (possible increase of refuse in national parks injurious enough to justify standing); National Wildlife Fed'n v. Hodel, 839 F.2d 694, 704 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (injury of viewing despoiled landscapes sufficient to confer standing on wildlife organization challenging surface mining regulations).\(^{29}\)

\textit{Animal Lovers}, 765 F.2d at 939.\(^{29}\)

\textit{Id.} (citing Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751 (1984)).\(^{30}\)

\textit{Id.} (citing Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751 (1984)).\(^{31}\)

\textit{International Primate Protection League v. Institute for Behavioral Research, 799 F.2d 934, 936-37 (4th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1004 (1987). The litigation focusing on the I.P.P.L. monkeys is an interesting case study of animal rights litigation. The initial criminal complaint was filed against Dr. Edward Taub by the Assistant State's Attorney for Montgomery County at the behest of Alex Pacheco. \textit{Id.} at 936. At the time, Dr. Taub was the chief of the Behavioral Biology Center for the Institute of Behavioral Research (IBR) and was studying the ability of monkeys to learn to use an arm or leg after nerves had been cut. \textit{Id.} Pacheco, a graduate student who worked for Dr. Taub, believed that the doctor did not provide the monkeys with adequate food,
The claimants in *I.P.P.L.* made a variety of standing arguments that the court rejected. The main premise behind the plaintiffs' claim was that the activities of the IBR violated the Federal Animal Welfare Act (AWA). Relying on this premise, the plaintiffs argued that as taxpayers they had standing to ensure that the IBR, "a recipient of federal funds," obeyed the law. The court rejected this contention because "payment of taxes does not purchase authority to enforce regulatory restrictions." The plaintiffs also argued that since they paid for the maintenance of the monkeys, they had standing to sue on behalf of the animals. The court refused to accept this argument because the payments were voluntarily made and did not "establish a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy."

The claimants advanced two standing arguments unrelated to finances. First, the plaintiffs contended that their aesthetic, conservational, environmental, and educational interests would be harmed if they were not granted relief. Second, the plaintiffs claimed that their "personal relationship with these care or shelter. Pacheco asked the local police to investigate Dr. Taub's research for possible violations of Maryland's animal anti-cruelty statute. Id. The animals were eventually confiscated and Dr. Taub was charged with 17 counts of cruelty toward animals. Id. The Circuit Court for Montgomery County ordered the monkeys transferred to a National Institutes of Health (NIH) facility until further order of the court or until the termination of the criminal proceedings against Dr. Taub. Id.

Dr. Taub was convicted on six counts and acquitted on the other eleven counts. The People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), an organization founded by Pacheco, feared that the animals would be returned to the IBR. Along with several other organizations, including the International Primate Protection League (I.P.P.L.), PETA filed a complaint in the circuit court. The complaint, in which the plaintiffs claimed to speak for the monkeys as next friends, named as defendants the IBR, NIH, local police, and a local veterinarian charged with supervising the care of the monkeys. Id. at 936-37. The complaint alleged that the defendants violated the Maryland animal cruelty statute and the Animal Welfare Act. Id. at 936. The case was removed to the United States District Court for the District of Maryland and the defendants moved for dismissal because, inter alia, the plaintiffs lacked standing. Id. at 937.

In the meantime, Dr. Taub's criminal prosecution was concluded. He appealed his initial conviction to the Circuit Court for Montgomery County. He was granted a new trial in which the jury found him guilty on one count. The Court of Appeals of Maryland reversed Taub's second conviction, holding that Maryland's animal anti-cruelty statute did not apply to institutions conducting federally funded research. Note, *supra* note 21, at 473 n.45.

A federal magistrate in the District of Maryland recommended that PETA's suit against the IBR and other defendants be dismissed for lack of standing. The district court adopted the magistrate's recommendation and dismissed the complaint. *I.P.P.L.*, 799 F.2d at 937. The district court's judgment was affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, in *I.P.P.L.*. Id.

Despite the termination of the court order placing the monkeys in the NIH's care, the IBR monkeys remained at the NIH facility. International Primate Protection League v. Administrators of the Tulane Educ. Fund, 895 F.2d 1056, 1058 (5th Cir. 1990)(*I.P.P.L. II*). In 1983, a number of the monkeys were transferred to Tulane's Delta Regional Primate Center. The NIH announced the intent to euthanize these monkeys for experimental purposes. I.P.P.L. and PETA opposed the NIH's decision and the litigation chronicled in *I.P.P.L. II* ensued. Id.

Dr. Taub was initially charged in September of 1981. The decision in *I.P.P.L. II* was handed down on March 8, 1990. In over eight years of litigation, the various claimants accomplished very little. Dr. Taub was eventually cleared of all charges. Presumably, the NIH killed the monkeys and conducted its research. Perhaps most damaging to animal rights activists, the I.P.P.L. litigation created a line of cases denying claimants the ability to claim standing under the AWA or as next friends on behalf of laboratory animals in the care of others. On the other side of the ledger, the plaintiffs were able to extend the life of a few monkeys for a few years.


33. Id. at 938. The opinion does not specify how the plaintiffs contributed to the upkeep of the monkeys. The opinion only indicates that the contribution was made after the animals were seized by the police and before the National Institutes of Health took possession. *Id.*

34. Id. (citing Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962)).
monkeys" would be disrupted if the animals were returned to the IBR. Citing Animal Lovers, the court concluded that the plaintiffs' mere interest was not enough to confer standing. In addition, since the monkeys were private property and the plaintiffs could not have personal contact with these animals, the plaintiffs could not "claim the direct personal involvement necessary for standing."

The court concluded that the plaintiffs lacked "cognizable injuries" and, therefore, should be denied standing. As an alternative basis for denying standing, the court held that the AWA did not grant the plaintiffs the right to seek relief. The court based this conclusion on, inter alia, two factors. First, the court reviewed the AWA and concluded that while the act is committed "to administrative supervision of animal welfare," Congress intended to subordinate this supervision "to the continued independence of research scientists." Second, the court concluded that the AWA is a comprehensive statute that forecloses additional remedies. In short, the act does not create a private cause of action.

In International Primate Protection League v. Institute for Behavioral Research, the court implicitly denied the plaintiffs standing because they did not have personal contact with the monkeys and, therefore, did not have a palpable injury. In addition, the court explicitly denied plaintiffs standing because the act they sued to enforce, the AWA, does not grant private individuals standing.

C. International Primate Protection League v. Administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund

The court in I.P.P.L. II did not address the issue of whether the AWA grants standing to private individuals. Presumably, that was not an issue in this case. However, the court did make it clear that there is a distinction between privately-owned animals and "feral" animals that can be viewed and enjoyed by the public.

The animals in I.P.P.L. II were the same monkeys fought over in I.P.P.L. A group of the IBR's monkeys was sent to Tulane's Delta Regional Primate Center where the National Institutes of Health (NIH) announced the intent to euthanize a small group of the animals for medical research. The I.P.P.L., among others, sued to prevent the NIH's actions. A Louisiana district court granted the plaintiffs' request for a temporary restraining order (TRO). The NIH removed the case to the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana. The court decided to continue the TRO. Because the TRO

35. Id.
36. Id. (citing Animal Lovers Volunteer Ass'n v. Weinberger, 765 F.2d 937, 939 (9th Cir. 1985)). Even though the plaintiffs contributed to the maintenance of the monkeys, the animals continued to be the property of IBR. Id. In addition, the animals were in the legal custody of the police during the litigation. Id.
37. Id. at 938-39.
38. Id. at 939.
39. Id. at 940. "The uniformity and specialization normally thought to accompany regulatory oversight, in this case that of the Secretary [of Agriculture], would not inhere in enforcement of the statute through private rights of action." Id.
40. Id. at 938.
41. Id. at 940.
was extended beyond the twenty-day limitation established by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(b), "the extended TRO became the functional equivalent of a preliminary injunction, appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1)." On appeal, the NIH argued that the plaintiffs lacked standing, that the supremacy clause barred the plaintiffs' claim, and that Louisiana law did not grant a private cause of action to enforce anti-cruelty statutes. The court decided the case on the standing issue and did not address the remaining issues.

In order to establish standing, the plaintiffs advanced three injury claims. The court rejected each claim. First, the plaintiffs argued that killing the monkeys would disrupt their personal relationship with the animals. Citing *I.P.P.L.* and *Animal Lovers,* the court rejected this claim. The court reasoned that the plaintiffs did not have a personal relationship with the animals and, even if the animals were not killed, the plaintiffs would not be able to establish a personal relationship with the monkeys because they were private property. The court distinguished the privately-owned animals in *I.P.P.L. II* from the animals in cases where standing was granted. In each of these cases, except one, the animals were wild and could be enjoyed by the public. In the one exception, *Humane Society v. Lyng,* the plaintiffs were granted standing because a state statute explicitly empowered the organization to enforce anti-cruelty statutes.

The plaintiffs next argued that they had "a long-standing, sincere commitment to preventing inhumane treatment of animals" and that the NIH's intended actions would detrimentally affect this interest. The court rejected this argument, holding that the injury was too general and failed to "distinguish [the plaintiffs] . . . from other members of the public."

Finally, the plaintiffs argued that if they were not granted standing, there would be no one to protect the monkeys' rights. The court dismissed this argument, holding that "the mere fact that the monkeys would be left without an advocate in court does not create standing where it otherwise does not exist."

The plaintiffs in *Animal Lovers,* *I.P.P.L. I,* and *I.P.P.L. II* were denied standing because they lacked sufficient personal contact with the animals they sought to protect. Using the parlance of standing, the plaintiffs in these three cases could not establish a personal injury in fact. In addition, these plaintiffs were

---

43. Id. at 1058 (citing Fernandez-Rogue v. Smith, 671 F.2d 426, 429 (5th Cir. 1982)).
44. Id.
45. Id. at 1059 (citing *I.P.P.L.*, 799 F.2d 934, 938 (4th Cir. 1986); *Animal Lovers Volunteer Ass'n v. Weinberger,* 765 F.2d 937, 939 (9th Cir. 1985)).
47. 633 F. Supp. 480, 485 (W.D.N.Y. 1986). The regulation at issue required hot iron branding of dairy cattle. Id.
48. Id. at 485. For a discussion of the holding in *Lyng,* see *infra* notes 66-69 and accompanying text.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1060-61.
unable to establish a statutory basis for standing. By contrast, the plaintiffs in *Animal Welfare Institute v. Kreps*,52 *Humane Society v. Lyng*,53 *Alaska Fish & Wildlife Federation v. Dunkle*,54 and *Humane Society of the United States v. Hodel* 55 established either the necessary personal contact, a statutory foundation for a claim of standing, or both personal contact and a statutory foundation.

**D. Animal Welfare Institute v. Kreps**

In *Kreps*, the plaintiffs challenged the government’s decision to waive the “moratorium on taking or importation of marine mammals or marine mammal products” enacted by the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA).56 This particular waiver allowed the importation of baby seal skins. The district court dismissed the plaintiff’s challenge to the waiver, holding that they lacked standing.57

The court of appeals reversed, holding that the plaintiffs had standing for two reasons. First, the court concluded that the MMPA conferred standing on the claimants. The court relied on language in the act that specifically allows “any party opposed” to a waiver to “obtain judicial review of the terms and conditions” of the waiver.58 Second, the court held that even if the MMPA had not conferred standing on the plaintiffs, they satisfied the three criteria for standing previously established by this court.59

In their complaint, the plaintiffs alleged that the harvest of the fur seals would injure their “recreational, aesthetic, scientific, and educational interests.”60 Specifically, the claimants asserted that the slaughter of the animals would impair their ability to observe and study the “seals alive in their natural habitat under conditions in which the animals are not subject to excessive harvesting, inhumane treatment and slaughter of pups that are very young and still nursing.”61 The plaintiffs submitted affidavits of several members indicating that they had observed the seals in the past and planned to do so again in the near future.62 The court concluded that these allegations were sufficient to establish the injury in fact component of standing.63 Addressing the causation criteria for standing, the court concluded that enforcement of the MMPA and denial of the waiver would effectively protect the seals and reduce the harvest.64

The third and final criteria, zone of interest, was not contested in *Kreps*. All the

---

54. 829 F.2d 933 (9th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 485 U.S. 988 (1988).
55. 840 F.2d 45 (D.C. Cir. 1988).
58. Id. (quoting Marine Mammal Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1374(d)(6) (1975)).
59. Id. at 1006. The standing requirements are: “(1) the existence of an injury in fact, (2) whether the requisite causal connection exists between plaintiff’s injury and defendant’s action, and (3) whether the interest to which the injury is claimed is arguably within the zone of interests to be protected by the statute.” Id. at 1005.
60. Id. at 1007.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 1008.
63. Id. at 1007.
64. Id. at 1010.
parties agreed that the plaintiffs' interests, allegedly impaired by the waiver, were within the zone of interests safeguarded by the act.\textsuperscript{65}

E. \textit{Humane Society v. Lyng}  

The plaintiffs in \textit{Kreps} were successful because they established a personal stake in the outcome of the litigation and a statutory basis for standing. This framework has become the basis for successful suits by animal rights activists. For example, the plaintiffs in \textit{Lyng} successfully challenged a "hot-iron facial branding regulation" issued by the Department of Agriculture. The regulation required all dairy cows to be branded in the face with a hot iron, and prohibited more humane branding techniques such as freeze and chemical methods.\textsuperscript{66}

The court granted standing to the Humane Society of Rochester and Monroe County because a New York statute specifically authorized the Society to enforce state animal cruelty laws.\textsuperscript{67} Additional plaintiffs, Douglas and Mary Jane Burdick, were granted standing because the challenged regulations forced them "to brand their cows on the face with a hot-iron, and thereby expose themselves to the risk of prosecution for animal cruelty."\textsuperscript{68}

The plaintiffs in \textit{Kreps} and \textit{Lyng} benefitted from a statutory basis for standing and a personal stake in the outcome of the litigation. The argument has been made that these two factors together are needed to establish standing for an animal rights activist seeking to protect endangered animals.\textsuperscript{69} This contention is refuted by \textit{Dunkle} and \textit{Hodel}.

F. \textit{Alaska Fish \& Wildlife Federation v. Dunkle}  

In \textit{Dunkle}, the plaintiffs challenged a decision by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) to allow out-of-season hunting of migratory birds by Alaskan Natives. The district court held that the Service did not have the authority to restrict subsistence hunting by native Alaskans, and the plaintiffs appealed.\textsuperscript{70}

\textsuperscript{65} \textit{Id.} Addressing the merits, the court concluded that the waiver was contrary to the provisions of the MMPA. The waiver would have allowed the importation of furs taken from young seals, still nursing when killed. The court set aside the waiver and implementing regulations. \textit{Id.} at 1014.


\textsuperscript{67} \textit{Id.} at 485. New York authorizes the Humane Society to bring complaints for violations of the state's animal cruelty laws and to aid in the prosecution of these complaints. N.Y. NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORP. LAW § 1403 (1970); see also \textsc{Kan. Stat. Ann.} § 21-4311 (1988)("agent of any incorporated humane society . . . may take into custody any animal . . . show[ing] evidence of cruelty to animals"); 90-72 Op. Kan. Att'y Gen. 2 (June 13, 1990). The legislatures in seven states have vested humane societies with the power to prosecute violators of animal cruelty statutes. \textit{Id.} Most states, however, limit the authority of humane societies to arresting or assisting in prosecution of offenders. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{68} \textit{Lyng}, 633 F. Supp. at 485. The court concluded that the type of branding required by the Department constituted cruelty to animals and enjoined the Department from enforcing the regulation. \textit{Id.} at 487.

\textsuperscript{69} Masonis, \textit{supra} note 19, at 169-74. The author suggests that, for practical purposes, both a legislative basis for standing and personal contact with the animals sought to be protected are necessary for an animal rights activist to claim standing to sue. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{70} Alaska Fish \& Wildlife Fed'n v. Dunkle, 829 F.2d 933, 934-35 (9th Cir. 1987). The district court held "that the 1925 Alaska Game Law . . . superseded the 1918 Migratory Bird Treaty Act," which limited hunting of migratory birds. \textit{Id.} at 935. The court reasoned that the 1925 law prevented the Department of Agriculture from restricting subsistence hunting and that this restriction
The defendants argued that the plaintiffs lacked standing to challenge the Service's actions. Addressing this issue, the court adopted a typical three-part test for standing.\(^7\) The plaintiffs met the "personal injury" component of the standing test by demonstrating that increased hunting would impair their ability to "hunt, photograph, observe, or carry out scientific studies on the migratory birds."\(^72\) The plaintiffs satisfied the "traceability" and "redressability" standing requirements by proving that subsistence hunting decreases migratory bird populations and that declaring all out-of-season hunting illegal would reduce the injury.\(^73\)

The \textit{Dunkle} court also addressed whether the plaintiff organizations were the proper parties to represent the injured. Citing the \textit{Hunt v. Washington State Apple Advertising Commission} organizational standing requirements,\(^74\) the court concluded that the organizations were proper parties. Both organizations demonstrated that their "members use[d] the resources in question and have been injured by the decrease in migratory bird population."\(^75\) Preventing the extinction of migratory birds was germane to the purpose of both organizations. Finally, the plaintiffs did not seek money damages and, therefore, the participation of individual members was not necessary.\(^76\)

The plaintiff organizations in \textit{Dunkle} satisfied standing requirements because they successfully established injury in fact and demonstrated that the injuries alleged were germane to their interests. The importance of injury in fact and germaneness in claims brought by organizations is also illustrated in \textit{Hodel}.\(^77\)

---

\(^7\) \textit{Id.}\(^7\) The two plaintiff organizations were the Alaska Fish and Wildlife Federation and Outdoor Council, Inc. and the Alaska Fish and Wildlife Conservation Fund, Inc. \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 933.\(^7\)

\(^71\) \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 937. "A plaintiff's claim must include three allegations: (1) a personal injury, (2) which is fairly traceable to the defendant's allegedly unlawful conduct, and (3) which is likely to be redressed by the requested relief." \textit{Id.}\(^7\)

In formulating this three-part test, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals relied on \textit{Allen v. Wright}. The respondents in \textit{Allen}, parents of minority children, challenged Internal Revenue Service (IRS) guidelines for determining whether a private school discriminates on the basis of race. \textit{Allen}, 468 U.S. 737, 743 (1984). The respondents alleged that discriminatory private schools were still receiving tax exempt status. \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 744-45. For standing purposes, they claimed to be injured in two ways. Respondents claimed that they were harmed directly by government aid to private schools that discriminate. The Court concluded that this claim could be interpreted in two ways: "It might be a claim simply to have the Government avoid the violation of law alleged in respondents' complaint. Alternatively, it might be a claim of stigmatic injury, or denigration, suffered by all members of a racial group when the Government discriminates on the basis of race." \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 753-54. Respondents also asserted that the tax exemptions prevented the integration of their public schools. \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 752-53. The Court held that the respondents lacked standing because the alleged injuries were too abstract and not traceable to the IRS guidelines. \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 755, 759.

\(^72\) \textit{Dunkle}, 829 F.2d at 937.

\(^73\) \textit{Id.}\(^7\)

\(^74\) \textit{Id.}\(^7\) at 937-38 (citing \textit{Hunt v. Washington State Apple Advertising Comm'n}, 432 U.S. 333, 343 (1977)). For a discussion of the \textit{Hunt} organizational standing requirements, see \textit{supra} notes 18-19 and accompanying text.

\(^75\) \textit{Dunkle}, 829 F.2d at 938.

\(^76\) \textit{Id.}\(^7\)

\(^77\) Humane Soc'y of the United States v. Hodel, 840 F.2d 45, 45 (D.C. Cir. 1988); see Note, \textit{Humane Society v. Hodel: Protecting the Protectors}, 9 J. ENERGY L. \\& POL'Y 267, 278 (1989). In addition to emphasizing the importance of injury in fact to organizational standing, the author suggests "[t]he \textit{Hodel} decision effectively eliminates an onslaught of standing battles on the grounds of germaneness." \textit{Id.}\(^7\)
G. Humane Society of the United States v. Hodel

In *Hodel*, the Humane Society of the United States challenged actions of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. Specifically, the Society challenged the Service's actions permitting hunting in wildlife refuge areas. The Society alleged that these actions were taken before the preparation of adequate environmental impact statements. The Society sought declaratory and injunctive relief. In defense, the Service argued, *inter alia*, that the Society lacked standing.78

Citing the traditional tripartite standing test,79 the court concluded that this case turned on whether the first prong of "injury in fact" had been met. This question, the court reasoned, involved two distinct inquiries: "(1) whether the injuries alleged by plaintiffs here are constitutionally cognizable ones; and (2) if so, whether the Humane Society is qualified to press those claims under the United States Supreme Court's test for representational standing."80

Attempting to establish injury in fact, the Society advanced two arguments. First, the Society argued that it had a strong interest in laws protecting wildlife refuges. Second, the Society contended that its members who visited these wildlife habitats were forced "to witness animal corpses and environmental degradation" caused by the hunting.81

Rejecting the first standing argument made by the Society, the court, however, concluded that interest alone, no matter how impassioned, is not enough to confer standing. The court, however, did hold that the Society's environmental degradation claims were enough to establish injury in fact. These types of injuries, in the words of the court, "are classic aesthetic interests, which have always enjoyed protection under standing analysis."82

The court committed almost all of the opinion to the question of germaneness. Following a thorough analysis of the germaneness standing test, the court concluded that the test serves two functions. First, "[i]t ensures a modi-

---

78. *Hodel*, 840 F.2d at 49.
79. *id.* at 51 (relying on Valley Forge Christian College v. Americans United for Separation of Church & State, 454 U.S. 464, 472 (1982)).
80. *id.*
81. *id.* at 51-52.
83. Note, supra note 77, at 278. The author questions how the Society'S interest in the refuges could be considered not germane to the organizations purpose. *id.* "The group has shown enormous dedication to the welfare of animals ... The harm done to the Humane Society's members by the Fish and Wildlife Service's violation of environmental protection statutes is entirely germane to the purpose of the group." *id.*
cum of concrete adverseness by reconciling membership concerns and litigation topics by preventing associations from being merely law firms with standing."\textsuperscript{84} Second, the test prevents organization leaders from abusing their positions by bringing suits not supported by or germane to the organization's rank-and-file members.\textsuperscript{85} Finally, the court joined with a number of jurisdictions that have declared the germaneness test "undemanding." Under this standard, members only need to show a reasonable connection between the litigation and the organization's purpose.\textsuperscript{86} Given this relaxed standard, the court determined that the Society satisfied the germaneness test. The court pointed to a "plethora of affidavits" from organizational members contesting the Service's actions. In addition, the court concluded that the Society's purpose of protecting animals was reasonably linked to the goals of this litigation.\textsuperscript{87}

Whether \textit{Hodel} will prevent future litigation focusing on the grounds of germaneness is yet to be seen. \textit{Hodel} and the other cases discussed illustrate the parameters within which a plaintiff must work to satisfy standing requirements. A trend apparently exists. Individual plaintiffs without a substantial relationship with the animals sought to be protected and without a statutory foundation for standing will not be able to satisfy standing requirements. Alternatively, organizations with a demonstrated commitment to animal welfare have an excellent chance of passing established standing tests. These organizations possess the "special expertise" cited by courts as the principle advantage of organizational litigation.\textsuperscript{88} In addition, if the litigation is consistent with the goals of the organization, the organization can easily supply the proof needed to satisfy the \textit{Hunt} organizational standing requirements. As illustrated by \textit{Kreps} and \textit{Lyng}, standing becomes a \textit{fait accompli} when plaintiffs demonstrate a statutory basis for standing and the requisite injury in fact.\textsuperscript{89}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{84} \textit{Hodel}, 840 F.2d at 58.
\item \textsuperscript{85} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{86} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{87} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{88} Id.; see also UAW v. Brock, 477 U.S. 274, 283 (1986). These special advantages are listed as follows: (1) organizations often possess expertise, capital and research resources that individuals often lack; (2) members often join with the intent of supporting the organization's interests; and (3) members police the organization's activities and ensure that its actions coincide with its goals. \textit{Id.} at 289-90; cf. Harlem Valley Transp. Ass'n v. Stafford, 360 F. Supp. 1057, 1064 (S.D.N.Y. 1973)(discusses advantages of organizational plaintiffs); see also Note, \textit{From Net to Sword: Organizational Representatives Litigating Their Members Claims}, 1974 U. Ill. L. F. 663, 669 (1974). The author suggests six advantages of organizational plaintiffs over class action claimants. Organizations will be more zealous in pursuing a suit in order to demonstrate its potency and effectiveness, with the hope of attracting new members. Suits put organizations in the "litigation spotlight" and, therefore, they have a great deal of incentive to be successful. In addition, organizations have financial assets, expertise and resources not available to normal class action plaintiffs. Finally, the author contends that since organizations usually have a single purpose they do not have competing interests that often distract class action plaintiffs. \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{89} State courts have long adhered to standing requirements consistent with the tests established by federal courts. See, e.g., Central Westchester Humane Soc'y v. Hilleboe, 116 N.Y.S.2d 403, 407, 202 Misc. 881, 884 (1952). In \textit{Hilleboe}, the plaintiffs challenged a statute that allowed the use of pound animals in scientific tests and experiments. \textit{Id.} at 404, 202 Misc. at 882. The court held that a person may not challenge a law that does not specially and actually affect his personal or property rights. \textit{Id.} at 407, 202 Misc. at 885; see also Hillsborough County v. Snyder, 516 So. 2d 1105, 1106 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1987)("special injury" required to vest plaintiff with standing to challenge decision to supply pound animals to university for research); Walz v. Baum, 345 N.Y.S.2d
III. LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS: A TWO EDGED SWORD

While under certain circumstances courts are willing to grant standing to plaintiffs seeking to protect animal welfare, the outcome is never certain. This is particularly true for individual plaintiffs suing without the benefit of organizational support or for plaintiffs suing to protect privately owned animals. This uncertainty of outcome in the courts is the primary reason many consider legislation as the most pragmatic and convenient way to enhance animal rights and welfare. This is true at both federal and state levels.90

Animal rights activists do not have a monopoly on legislative efforts regarding animal welfare. There is growing opposition to animal rights activists’ efforts to restrict hunting, trapping, animal experimentation, and other uses of animals. Legislators at both state and federal levels have either passed bills or are considering “backlash” legislation designed to restrict the activities of animal rights activists.

A. Federal Legislative Developments

1. The Animal Welfare Act and Amendments

The mainstay of federal legislation designed to promote animal welfare is the Animal Welfare Act (AWA).91 The AWA has received much attention from commentators, and several articles detailing the history of the AWA and its provisions are available.92 A brief recitation of the AWA’s history and provisions is necessary to place recent developments in perspective.

159, 160, 42 A.D.2d 643, 644 (1973)(plaintiffs unable to show personal or property rights at stake lacked standing to challenge slaughtering techniques).

The standing requirement cuts both ways. For example, an action was brought in Texas challenging a decision by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission to ban hunting in three Texas counties. See Tri County Citizens Rights Org. v. Johnson, 498 S.W.2d 227, 227-28 (Tex. Civ. App. 1973). The court denied the plaintiffs standing, holding that they had not suffered any damage that was not suffered by the public at large. Id. at 229.


90. Masonis, supra note 19, at 174; see also Thomas, supra note 2, at 739 (federal and state remedies chief avenue for suing on behalf of animals); Note, supra note 21, at 476 (I.P.P.L. indicates that courts will not go beyond what legislators intend).


92. See Masonis, supra note 19, at 152-67; see also Dukes, The Improved Standards for Laboratory Animals Act: Will it Ensure that the Policy of the Animal Welfare Act Becomes a Reality?, 31 Sr. LOUIS U.L.J. 519, 520-25 (1987)(details the history of the AWA from its inception to the 1985 amendments); McDonald, Creating a Private Cause of Action Against Abusive Animal Research, 134
The Laboratory Animal Welfare Act (LAWA) of 1966, the federal government's first major attempt to regulate in this area, was enacted to protect household pets from theft for use in research and to regulate animal dealers and research laboratories. The AWA was passed in 1970 to encompass a larger collection of animals and animal handlers than covered by the LAWA. In 1976 the AWA was amended to control the activities of carriers and transitional animal handlers. The AWA, in its 1976 form, did not address the use of animals during experimentation.

A great deal of criticism has been directed at the Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the government body empowered to enforce the provisions of the AWA. A General Accounting Office (GAO) 1985 report indicated APHIS employees spent very little time inspecting facilities covered by the act. The GAO study also concluded that the quality of APHIS inspections was not monitored and that the training of APHIS inspectors was inadequate. In order to remedy inadequacies of the AWA, Congress in 1985 passed the Improved Standards for Laboratory Animals Act (ISLAA) as an amendment to the AWA. The goal of ISLAA is to restrict the amount of suffering experienced by animals during experimentation. The ISLAA directs the Secretary of Agriculture to promulgate regulations "for animal care, treatment, and practices in experimental procedures to ensure that animal pain and distress are minimized." The amendments require the experimenter to consider alternatives to any experiment likely to cause pain to animals; to consult a doctor of veterinary medicine; and to use tranquilizers, analgesics, and anesthetics.

The ISLAA generated a great deal of optimism among animal welfare proponents. These animal rights activists hoped that the new regulations, when promulgated, would convert the "toothless" AWA "into an effective regulatory device." More than six years later, however, APHIS has yet to promulgate all of the regulations in their final form.

U. Pa. L. Rev. 399, 402-08 (1986)(delineates history of AWA with emphasis on inadequacies of the statute); Thomas, supra note 2, at 742-45 (brief history of the AWA).


95. See 7 U.S.C. § 2143 (1985). Act now covers "intermediate handlers, air carriers, or other carriers, of animals consigned by any dealer, research facility, exhibitor, operator of an auction sale, or other person, or any department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States or of any State or local government, for transportation in commerce." Id.


97. Masonis, supra note 19, at 156-58.


100. Id. § 2143(a)(3)(A) to 2143(a)(3)(C) (1986); see also Masonis, supra note 19, at 158-62 (detailed discussion of ISLAA provisions).

Two out of three parts of the proposed regulations were first published for public comment March 31, 1987.\footnote{52 Fed. Reg. 10,292 (1987)(to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pts. 1 & 2)(proposed Mar. 31, 1987).} Nearly 8000 comments were received.\footnote{Nearly 8000 comments were received. 103} Release of the third part, containing the majority of substantive changes, was delayed by a GAO review. Frustrated by the delay, the Animal Legal Defense Fund brought suit to force publication. In late 1988, a federal district court judge ordered that the regulations be published in early March, 1989.\footnote{The Fund and the government reached an agreement and the third part of the proposed regulations was finally released for public comment on March 15, 1989.} The Fund and the government reached an agreement and the third part of the proposed regulations was finally released for public comment on March 15, 1989.\footnote{Over 10,000 comments relating to part three were received.} Over 10,000 comments relating to part three were received.\footnote{Over 10,000 comments relating to part three were received.}

Part one contains definitions of terms. For example, "euthanasia" is defined as "the humane destruction of an animal accomplished by a method which produces instantaneous unconsciousness and immediate death without evidence of pain or distress, or a method that utilizes anesthesia produced by an agent which causes painless loss of consciousness, and death following such loss of consciousness." \textit{Id.} at 10,296. A "federal research facility" is broadly defined as "each department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States which uses live animals for research or experimentation." \textit{Id.} Part two contains regulations covering licensing, registration, research facilities, veterinary care, identification of animals, stolen animals, records, compliance with standards and holding periods, and miscellaneous provisions. \textit{Id.} at 10,308. One provision requires "[e]ach licensed or registered research facility, dealer or exhibitor . . . [to] have an attending veterinarian . . . who shall provide adequate veterinary care to their animals in compliance with this section." \textit{Id.} at 10,315.

For the first time, regulations were promulgated covering intermediate handlers. These regulations apply whenever an animal is sent C.O.D. or when the cost of the animal or its transportation is to be paid and collected upon delivery of the animal to the consignee. \textit{Id.} at 10,319. Generally, the intermediate handler regulations are designed to ensure proper record keeping, safe transportation, and a guarantee that the animals will be promptly delivered. \textit{Id.}

A variety of comments were received. For example, many commentators indicated that it was difficult to evaluate parts one and two without part three. \footnote{A large number of commentators generally opposed these requirements on the grounds that compliance would cost too much. \textit{Id.} at 33,450. A large number of commentators generally supported the regulations. A large number opposed them. \textit{Id.} at 33,449. The reasons given are as diverse as the issues addressed. Some commentators favored increased exercise and space for laboratory animals. \textit{Id.} Many opposed these requirements on the grounds that compliance would cost too much. \textit{Id.} at 33,450. A large number of commentators argued that the proposed regulations were "not supported by scientific documentation," and that they were "arbitrary and capricious." \textit{Id.} In addition, many argued that the regulations would interfere with research. \textit{Id.} at 33,451. Some com-}
Since publication on March 15, 1989, some of the regulations in their final form have been released. The final regulations for part one\footnote{54 Fed. Reg. 36,112 (1989)(to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pt. 1)(effective Oct. 30, 1989).} and part two\footnote{54 Fed. Reg. 36,123 (1989)(to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pt. 2)(effective Oct. 30, 1989).} were published on August 31, 1989. On July 16, 1990, the final regulations “for the humane handling, care, treatment, and transportation of guinea pigs and hamsters, and rabbits, respectively” were published.\footnote{55 Fed. Reg. 28,879 (1990)(to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pt. 3, subparts B and C)(effective Aug. 15, 1990).} These regulations were not particularly controversial and “a relatively small number” of the thousands of comments received by APHIS related to these subparts.\footnote{Most commentators who objected to the regulations said the cost of compliance would be prohibitive. \textit{Id.} at 28,880.} The controversial sections of part three relating to the treatment of cats, dogs and nonhuman primates have not been finalized. On August 15, 1990, APHIS announced that it had revised the March 15, 1989 draft of these regulations and invited additional comments. The Service set October 1, 1990 as the deadline for receipt of comments.

The delay and “foot-dragging” on the part of APHIS is not surprising. Officials at the Department of Agriculture have never wanted responsibility for enforcing the LAWA or the AWA. As early as 1966, the Secretary of Agriculture argued that his department should not be required to enforce laboratory animal regulations.\footnote{Dukes, \textit{supra} note 92, at 525.} As recently as 1985, the Department proposed that money allocated for inspections, the core of the AWA, be eliminated. It suggested that state and private organizations assume responsibility for enforcing the AWA.\footnote{In addition, APHIS inspectors devote only six percent of their time to animal welfare activities. \textit{Id.} Many of the inspectors are not formally trained. The few inspectors who are formally trained need updated training. \textit{Id.} at 531. While APHIS policies recommend four inspections a year, in any given year, many facilities may not be inspected at all. \textit{Id.} at 532; see also Masonis, \textit{supra} note 19, at 156-58 (“[e]nforcement of the AWA [by the USDA] has been suspect since its inception.”).} Given this backdrop, it is debatable whether the new regulations will actually put “teeth” in the AWA. It has been suggested that the AWA will be effective only if legislation is passed to grant standing to private individuals to enforce its provisions.\footnote{Dukes, \textit{supra} note 92, at 537-39 (AWA will never be vigorously enforced until Congress gives private citizens standing to enforce act).} Such a bill was introduced and defeated in 1986.\footnote{See H.R. 4535, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986). The bill was introduced by Congressmen Charlie Rose and Rod Chandler. Dukes, \textit{supra} note 92, at 538. The bill would have allowed any person to initiate a civil action to compel the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce the AWA. \textit{Id.} Fees and costs would be awarded to prevailing plaintiffs and, in the case of frivolous suits, to the government. \textit{Id.}}

Granting private individuals standing to sue for the enforcement of federal animal welfare legislation is not an entirely novel idea. As already discussed, the court in \textit{Kreps} concluded that the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) grants standing to private citizens. The MMPA, however, is significantly different...
ent from the AWA and a comparison between the two statutes may not be valid. Although one goal of the AWA is to reduce animal suffering, Congress has repeatedly emphasized that the act does not authorize "disruption or interference with scientific research or experimentation. Under . . . [the AWA] the research scientist still holds the key to the laboratory door."115 Under the MMPA, there are no such constraints. Congress explicitly intended the MMPA to protect Marine animals, especially animals close to extinction.116

While there are no current legislative efforts to grant standing to private individuals under the AWA, several amendments to the AWA were introduced in the 101st Congress. Two of these proposed amendments prohibited the use of live lures in training and racing greyhounds. A third allowed the Attorney General, upon notification by the Secretary of Agriculture, to issue temporary restraining orders and injunctions in certain cases.117 None of these amendments became law.118

2. Federal "Backlash" Legislation

A fourth amendment to the AWA, designed to protect animal research facilities, was expected to become law.119 This amendment reflected the growing "backlash" against the militant activities of animal rights activists. Its aim was to stop the "vandalism, thefts, and break-ins by so-called animal liberationists." The bill made it illegal to steal or cause the unauthorized release of an animal from a research facility; to damage, vandalize or steal research facility property; to gain unauthorized access to research facility records, data, materials, equipment, or animals; to receive property stolen from a research facility; and to break-and-enter a research facility.120 The proposed statute also granted a pri-


118. H., CONG. INDEX, 101st Cong. 28,215, 28,185, 28,176 (CCH) (1989-90). Each of these three amendments was sent to the House Agriculture Committee. Id. The amendments were never discharged to the House by the Committee.

The bills were not expected to become law. The greyhound bills were given a 16% chance to pass the House and less than a 15% chance of passing the Senate. The injunction bill was given a 20% chance to pass the House and an 11% chance to pass the Senate. "Billcast" (WESTLAW, Genfed library, Legislation file).

Representative Robert K. Doman, the original sponsor of one of the greyhound bills, has introduced the bill into the 102nd Congress. H.R. 318, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1991). This measure was referred to the House Agriculture Committee. H., CONG. INDEX, 102nd Cong. 28,169 (CCH) (1991-92).

119. S. 727, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. (1989). The bill was introduced and referred to the Senate Agriculture Committee on Apr. 7, 1989. S., CONG. INDEX, 101st Cong. 20,017 (CCH) (1989-90). The Committee discharged the bill and it passed the Senate on November 20, 1989. Id. The bill was referred to the House Agriculture Committee on July 31, 1990. Id. Even though the amendment was given an 80% chance of passing the House, it was never discharged from the Agriculture Committee. "Billcast" (WESTLAW, Genfed library, Legislation file).

A House version of the Animal Research Facilities Protection Act was also introduced. H.R. 3223, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. (1989). The bill was referred to the House Agriculture Committee and was never discharged. H., CONG. INDEX, 101st Cong. 28,343 (CCH) (1989-90).

vate right of action to any research facility damaged by violations of the act. 121 While unwilling to grant a private cause of action to activists seeking to protect animals, many members of Congress are apparently willing to allow private citizens to prosecute animal rights activists.

Another example of proposed "backlash" federal legislation was the National Forest Hunter Safety and Protection Act. 122 This bill was designed to allow the Secretary of the Department of Agriculture to protect hunters within federally controlled lands from harassment by animal rights activists. 123 In support of the bill, Senator Burns, a co-sponsor, argued that "[h]unting is a traditional and beneficial recreation." The goals of the groups harassing hunters are described by the Senator as follows:

[T]o end all use of animals, including the use of animals in medical research and testing; the raising and eating of meat; the wearing of fur, leather, wool, and silk; the circus and rodeo; the keeping of pets; and the many varied uses of animal products in industrial processes. 124

No specific animal welfare group was cited by Senator Burns and it is doubtful that any group exists with all of the goals enumerated by the legislator. The rhetoric employed by the Senator is typical of that used by "backlash" legislation supporters. Senator Heflin, arguing in support of the animal research facilities protection amendment to the AWA, stated that the price for vandalism to research facilities is paid by the sick and infirm. "Research into Alzheimers disease, cancer, AIDS, substance addiction, and mental health is at stake here." 125

Even though the federal hunter harassment statute did not pass, 126 this bill and the research facilities protection bill reflect a growing anti-animal rights activist sentiment. Organizations that lobby Congress for legislation to restrict the activities of those who abuse animals will need to defuse this sentiment.

B. State Legislative Developments

There has been a notable rise in the amount of animal research legislation filed on the state level. 127 A review of all recent changes in state laws regarding

---

121. Id. § 1786(a) (1989).
124. Id. at S10,095.
126. See "Billcast" (WESTLAW, Genfed library, Legislation file)(bill was given 18% chance of passing the House, and 6% chance of passing the Senate).
127. NATIONAL ASS'N. FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, STATE LAWS CONCERNING THE USE OF ANIMALS IN RESEARCH 1 (2d ed. 1987)[hereinafter STATE LAWS].

What is new concerning the research animal use controversy is the increase in activity on the state level concerning this issue. Particularly in the last five years, there has been a significant increase in the number of bills filed on the use of laboratory animals, an increase in the number of states that are grappling with such bills, and, perhaps most importantly, the potential threat to the conduct of biomedical research that these state bills pose through increasingly restrictive requirements.
animal welfare and rights is beyond the scope of this Note. Recent legislative
changes have addressed subjects as wide-ranging as the protection of police dogs\(^{129}\) and the elimination of bear and dog fights.\(^{130}\) This Note reviews a sample of recent state legislative developments with the goal of identifying trends and major areas of concern. As on the federal level, these developments fall into two broad categories: (1) legislation designed to enhance animal welfare and (2) legislation designed to restrict the activities of animal rights activists.

I. State Legislation Enhancing Animal Welfare

A number of states have recently revised their basic anti-cruelty statutes. Some states have increased the fines and penalties for animal abuse.\(^{131}\) Several states have broadened the scope of already existing cruelty statutes. For example, Indiana recently passed a law making it a Class B misdemeanor to "recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally" abandon or neglect a vertebrate animal in a person's custody.\(^{132}\) Similarly, Iowa recently made it a simple misdemeanor to abandon cats or dogs.\(^{133}\) South Carolina in 1988 expanded its definition of animal cruelty to include acts of torture, mutilation, and repeated unnecessary infliction of pain.\(^{134}\) Methods used to euthanize animals have been the focus of several state legislatures. The result has been statutes prohibiting the use of decompression chambers,\(^{135}\) allowing for the use of sodium pentobarbital and sodium pentobarbital with lidocaine,\(^{136}\) and generally calling for more humane destruction of animals.\(^{137}\)

Some changes are more sweeping. Georgia recently enacted its own version of the AWA, The Georgia Animal Protection Act.\(^{138}\) The act establishes licensing procedures for pet dealers, kennel, stable and animal shelter operators.\(^{139}\) Specific grounds for denial or revocation of licenses are also established. The


\(^{130}\) For a discussion of laws addressing animal fights, see infra notes 144-55 and accompanying text.

\(^{131}\) See, e.g., Cal. Penal Code § 597 (West Supp. 1990)(makes offenses alternately punishable as misdemeanors or felonies and sets the maximum fine at $20,000); Conn. Gen. Stat. § 53-247 (Supp. 1990)(increased basic fine from $750 to $1,000).

\(^{132}\) Ind. Code § 35-46-3-7 (Supp. 1990).

\(^{133}\) Iowa Code § 717.4 (Supp. 1990).


\(^{135}\) See, e.g., N.Y. Agric. & Mkts. Law § 374.2a (McKinney Supp. 1990)(illegal to use decompression chamber to destroy animal).

\(^{136}\) See, e.g., Fla. Stat. § 828.055 (Supp. 1990)(only specified chemicals can be used to destroy animal).

\(^{137}\) See, e.g., N.C. Gen. Stat. § 19A-23(9) (Supp. 1990). Euthanasia is defined as the "humane destruction of an animal accomplished by a method that involves rapid unconsciousness and immediate death or by a method that involves anesthesia, produced by an agent which causes painless loss of consciousness, and death during such loss of consciousness." Id.


\(^{139}\) Id. § 62-2403 (Supp. 1989).
grounds are primarily designed to provide humane care for animals under the care of licensees.\textsuperscript{140} Tennessee recently made significant revisions in its anti-cruelty statute.\textsuperscript{141} The new Tennessee statute expands the definition of "Cruelty to Animals." Not only does the law now cover affirmative behavior such as torture, overworking, and abandonment, the act also covers failure to reasonably "provide necessary food, water, care, or shelter for an animal in the person's custody."\textsuperscript{142} In addition, the act enlarges the enforcement powers of societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals. Agents of such societies can lawfully interfere to prevent an act of cruelty, as defined by the act. To obstruct an agent is a Class C misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{143}

In addition to revising general anti-cruelty statutes, many states have passed legislation addressing particular problems of animal abuse. One of the most common subjects addressed is animal fighting contests. At least eight states have recently passed statutes outlawing a variety of animal contests. Indiana makes it a crime to purchase or possess animals to be used in an animal fighting contest, to promote or stage such a contest or to attend a fighting contest involving animals.\textsuperscript{144} In 1989, Arkansas revised its dogfighting statute and promulgated a new statute making exploitation of bears a crime.\textsuperscript{145} The dogfighting statute makes it a crime, \textit{inter alia}, to promote, to engage in or to be employed at a dogfight.\textsuperscript{146} The act also makes it a crime to purchase a ticket for admission to or to witness a dogfight.\textsuperscript{147} The bear exploitation law creates similar provisions covering bear wrestling matches.\textsuperscript{148} In Delaware, it is now a crime to possess, keep or use "any bull, bear, dog, cock or other animal, or fowl, for the purpose of fighting or baiting."\textsuperscript{149} The Delaware law also makes it a crime to facilitate such an event. The penalties are potentially stiff. The paraphernalia used to stage such an event and any money involved are forfeited to

\begin{flushend}
\vspace{-1em}

\textsuperscript{140} \textit{Id.} § 62-2407 (Supp. 1989).
\textsuperscript{142} \textit{Id.} § 39-14-202 (Supp. 1990).
\textsuperscript{143} \textit{Id.} § 39-14-210 (Supp. 1990).
\textsuperscript{144} \textit{Ind. Code} §§ 35-46-3-8 to 35-46-3-10 (Supp. 1990).
\textsuperscript{147} \textit{Id.} § 5-62-120(b)(1) (Supp. 1989).
\textsuperscript{148} \textit{Id.} § 5-62-124 (Supp. 1989).
\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 11, § 1326(a) (Supp. 1988).
the state.\textsuperscript{150} Mississippi,\textsuperscript{151} Montana,\textsuperscript{152} Nebraska,\textsuperscript{153} Oregon,\textsuperscript{154} and West Virginia\textsuperscript{155} have recently passed similar laws prohibiting animal contests.

Perhaps one of the most controversial animal welfare issues addressed by state laws is pound animal seizure. Pound animal seizure laws require, allow, or prohibit the release of pound animals for use in research. As of 1987, twelve states prohibited the release of pound animals for research use, five states and the District of Columbia required pound animal release, and seven states allowed release for research use. Twenty-four failed to mention pound animal release in state laws.\textsuperscript{156}

Since 1987, several states have addressed the pound release issue for the first time or have revised their statutes. Washington, a state that had not directly addressed the pound release issue, recently passed a statute designed to protect pets from use in animal research.\textsuperscript{157} The statute requires ownership of animals supplied to research facilities to be certified by the supplier.\textsuperscript{158} In the
case of animal shelters, the certification must state that the animal has been in
the possession of the shelter long enough to legally allow the shelter to dispose of
the animal. The statute also places substantial record keeping responsibilities
on research institutions receiving animals. Finally, the new law prohibits re-
search facilities from using pet animals in research and places an affirmative
duty on facilities to investigate the possibility that potential research animals are
pets. This law went into effect on May 12, 1989. Given the considerable
burden it places on research facilities, the statute might result in eliminating the
use of pound animals for research in Washington state. Utah, a state that had
previously required the release of pound animals for research use, revised its
statute in 1989. The revision allows owners who voluntarily donate their ani-
mals to pounds to prohibit the use of the animal in research. West Virginia
recently joined the ranks of states prohibiting the use of pound animals in re-
search. As of September, 1989, pound animals in West Virginia can only be
adopted or humanely destroyed. No animal may be transferred, either directly
or indirectly, to an institution for use in “scientific research or related
activities.”

Hunting and trapping have also been the target of animal rights activists on
the state level. For example, on June 5, 1990 voters in California passed a law
prohibiting the hunting of mountain lions. Not all of the efforts to restrict
hunting and trapping have been successful. The New York Legislature recently
defeated four anti-trapping bills. Early in 1990, a petition to place a trapping
ban referendum on the November ballot failed in Colorado for want of signa-
tures. A similar trapping ban petition in Arizona was invalidated because
many of the signatures were declared invalid by the Secretary of State. A bill
to prohibit black bear hunting in New Jersey was defeated recently.

2. State “Backlash” Legislation

Not all of the legislation recently passed by state legislators has been
designed to enhance animal rights. Many states have passed bills designed to
restrict the activities of animal rights activists. The most prevalent of these stat-

159. Id.
160. Id. § 16.52.220(2) (Supp. 1990).
161. Id. § 16.52.220(3) (Supp. 1990).
164. Anti-hunters Aren’t Here — Yet, Topeka Capital-Journal, Aug. 19, 1990, at 9G. This arti-
cle suggests that it might be time for Kansas to consider a hunter harassment bill. Id. Robert
Robel, a Kansas State University professor, predicts that “[u]nless hunters organize and take action
now to protect their sport, sport hunting as we know it today could become a memory in the next
decade.” Expert Foretells Trouble for Hunting from its Enemies, Topeka Capital-Journal, Dec. 2,
1990, at F15. The professor blames increased “urbanization and anti-hunting and animal-rights
movements” for the potential demise of sport hunting. Id. Robel contends that urban people are
misinformed. “They think Mother Nature is sweet and animals live like Bambi or Bugs Bunny. We
can credit Walt Disney for doing what God didn’t do. He made animals talk and gave them human
qualities.” As a result, “people develop emotional attachments to animals, and hunters become the
enemy.” Id. To protect hunting, Robel argues that hunters must educate legislators and the public
about the economic benefits and benefits to wildlife accrued from hunting. Id.
165. Id. Topeka Capital-Journal, Aug. 19, 1990, at 9G.
166. Id.
167. Id.
168. Id.
utes are intended to prohibit hunter harassment by animal rights activists. Thirty-eight states have passed hunter harassment bills.\textsuperscript{169}

The longevity of state harassment laws is questionable given the recent holding of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in \textit{Dorman v. Sattl.}\textsuperscript{170} In \textit{Dorman}, the plaintiff was arrested for violating Connecticut’s Hunter Harassment Act. Even though the charges were dropped because the State determined that the plaintiff had not actually violated the statute, the plaintiff filed a civil rights action against the chief prosecutor and the Commissioner of Public Safety. The plaintiff claimed that the arrest and the threat of future arrest violated her free speech and due process rights.\textsuperscript{171}

Addressing the merits of the plaintiff’s free speech claim, the court reasoned that the State could enforce “regulations of the time, place, and manner of expression which are content-neutral” and which are designed to facilitate a substantial government interest. The court concluded that the Connecticut statute was clearly content-based because it was “designed to protect hunters from conduct — whether verbal or otherwise — by those opposed to hunting.”\textsuperscript{172} Since the State could not establish that the protection of hunters from harassment constituted a compelling state interest, the statute was held to be unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{173}

Whether other courts will follow the holding of \textit{Dorman} in evaluating the constitutional validity of hunter harassment acts is an open question. No other federal court has addressed this issue.\textsuperscript{174} Whether it is possible to draft a constitutionally valid hunter harassment statute is also an open question. There is little doubt that these issues will be addressed in the near future. Hunters, trappers, anglers, and animal rights activists have an interest in quickly resolving questions concerning the validity of harassment statutes.

\textsuperscript{169} Id.; see, e.g., CONN. GEN STAT. § 53a-183a (Supp. 1990)(makes it a Class C misdemeanor to harass hunters, trappers and fishermen); IND. CODE ANN. § 14-2-11-2 (West Supp. 1990)(creates penalties for interference with the lawful taking of a game animal); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 56:648.1 (West Supp. 1990)(prohibits harassment and disturbance of lawful hunters); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 7541 (Supp. 1990)(prohibits harassment of hunters, trappers and fishermen); MINN. STAT. § 97A.037 (Supp. 1991)(hunter, trapper and angler harassment prohibited); TEX. PARKS & WILD. CODE ANN. § 62.0125 (Vernon Supp. 1991)(prohibits the harassment of hunters, trappers and anglers).

\textsuperscript{170} 862 F.2d 432 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 2450 (1989).

\textsuperscript{171} Id. at 434.

\textsuperscript{172} Id. at 437.

\textsuperscript{173} Id. The court also concluded that the statute was not of the type that could be “interpreted narrowly to avoid constitutional infirmity.” Id. The terms “interfere,” “harass,” and “acts in preparation” used in the statute were too broad. Id.

\textsuperscript{174} See WESTLAW, Genfed library, Allfeds file. New Hampshire and Wisconsin appear to be the only state jurisdictions that have addressed the constitutionality of hunter harassment statutes. Id.

In 1986, the New Hampshire House of Representatives asked the New Hampshire Supreme Court to evaluate the constitutionality of a hunter harassment bill under consideration by the legislators. Opinion of the Justices, 509 A.2d 749, 751 (N.H. 1986). The court concluded that the proposed bill was unconstitutional because it was “overbroad,” too vague, and because it discriminated “among points of view.” Id. at 752-53.

The Wisconsin statute was declared unconstitutional by Forest County Circuit Judge Robert Kennedy. United Press International, Sept. 14, 1990 (LEXIS/NEXIS, NEXIS library, CURRNT file). Judge Kennedy concluded that the statute was vague, overbroad and, therefore, violated first amendment free speech rights. Id.
Final examples of “backlash” legislation designed to restrict the activities of animal rights activists are state statutes that protect research facilities from the activities of animal rights activists. At least three states, Louisiana,175 Massachusetts,176 and Kansas177 have now passed research facility protection acts. The Kansas act, typical of such legislation, is fashioned to protect farms, ranches and animal research facilities from animal rights activists who may enter and vandalize the facility.178

Research facility protection acts are opposed by animal rights radicals for obvious reasons. For less obvious reasons, the Kansas act is opposed by Humane Society officials. The act makes it illegal to “enter an animal facility to take pictures by photograph, video camera or by other means.”179 The Society

175. See LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 14:102.9, 14:228 (West Supp. 1991)(interference with animal research punishable by $5,000 fine and/or one year imprisonment “with or without hard labor”).
176. See MASS. GEN. L. ch. 266, § 104B (Supp. 1990)(interference with animal research punishable by $10,000 fine and/or two and one-half years in prison).
178. Topeka Capital-Journal, May 14, 1990, at A10. The act defines “research facility” as “any place, laboratory, institution, medical care facility, elementary school, secondary school, college or university, at which any scientific test, experiment or investigation involving the use of any living animal is carried out, conducted or attempted.” 1990 Kan. S.B. 776 § 2(1). The act makes it illegal to control or damage a research animal or facility without the consent of the owner. Id. § 3(b). It is also illegal to enter or remain concealed in a facility with the intent to damage the enterprise. The act also prohibits entering a facility with the intent to take pictures. Id. § 3(c)(1)(2)(3)(4). Violation of these sections is a Class E felony. Id. § 3(e)(2).
180. 1990 Kan. S.B. 776 § 3(c)(4). This provision of the Kansas Farm Animal and Research Facility Protection Act precipitated a controversy that involved the Governor of Kansas, the Attorney General of Kansas, the California State Legislature, and animal activists.

The controversy began with the passage of amendments to the Kansas Animal Dealers Act. See KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 47-1701 to 47-1731 (Supp. 1990). The amendments, designed to clean up dog and cat breeding operations in Kansas, were labeled the “puppy mill” bill. The Governor of Kansas urged the passage of the bill in order to protect the reputation of Kansas thirty million dollar commercial pet breeding industry. United Press International, Apr. 14, 1988, Section: Regional News, Distribution: Kansas (LEXIS/NEXIS, NEXIS library, CURRTNT file). The “puppy mill” bill requires all kennels in Kansas, even those licensed by the United States Department of Agriculture, to obtain a Kansas state license and to be inspected at least once a year. Id.; see KAN. STAT. ANN. § 47-1702 (Supp. 1990)(animal dealer licensing requirements); id. § 47-1709 (Supp. 1990)(inspection provisions).

The enforcement of acts such as the “puppy mill” bill is carried out, to a large extent, by societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals. 90-72 Op. Kan. Att’y Gen. 2 (June 13, 1990). Kansas law allows “an officer or agent of any incorporated humane society, . . . to take into custody any animal, . . . which clearly shows evidence of cruelty to animals.” KAN. STAT. ANN. § 21-4311 (1988). Initially, it was thought that the provision of the Farm Animal and Research Facility Protection Act prohibiting people from entering a kennel to take pictures would frustrate efforts by societies to enforce animal cruelty statutes in Kansas. Bob Baker, chief investigator of The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), contended that this provision stripped his organization of its power to investigate cruelty in Kansas and that “the law appears to be aimed at protecting puppy mills, which raise puppies for sale under often substandard conditions.” HSUS Says Kansas Law Will Hamstring Cruelty Investigations, PR Newswire, May 14, 1990 (LEXIS/NEXIS, NEXIS library, CURRTNT file).

The controversy became a Kansas versus California affair when a group of Californians, angered at the apparent prohibition against picture taking at puppy mills by Humane Society members, attempted to organize a boycott of Kansas pets sold in California. The organizers also planned to collect 15,000 pounds of beef, ham, and chicken bones and to ship these bones to Mike Hayden, the governor of Kansas. The bones were meant to “symbolize a bone” the protesters had “to pick with the governor and the Kansas Legislature.” Topeka Capital-Journal, June 14, 1990, at A1. The California Legislature was debating several bills that would have, to varying degrees, restricted the sale of Kansas bred pets in California. Topeka Capital-Journal, June 6, 1990, at A9.

The reaction from Kansans ranged from the sublime to the ridiculous. The Capital Area Security Patrol informed the California bone-collectors that dumping 15,000 pounds of bones on the Kansas Statehouse grounds would constitute littering and would be punishable by a $10 to $500 fine. Id.
claims that this provision will impair its investigations because its agents often take pictures as evidence. The former Governor of Kansas promised to introduce a "trailer bill" in the 1991 legislative session to clear up potential problems with the Kansas act. Whether new Kansas Governor Joan Finney will introduce the "trailer bill" remains to be seen.

IV. CONCLUSION

Animal rights activism, in all of its forms and with all of its related issues, has engendered a variety of complex and demanding legal questions. This is not

The Governor and the Attorney General called a news conference. The Governor blamed the controversy on "publicity-seeking legislators in an election year in California." Topeka Capital-Journal, June 14, 1990, at A1. The Attorney General called the Californians "bozos" and said that "any self respecting Kansan ought to tell them to go to hell, and that's exactly what I am telling them to do today." Id. at A16. The Attorney General also announced the release of an Attorney General Opinion holding that the Farm Animal and Research Facilities Protection Act did not apply to puppy mills. Id. at A1.

The Opinion holds that Kansas laws allowing Humane Society members to enforce animal cruelty laws and the facilities protection act did not conflict. The Attorney General reasoned that since the act defined "animal" as any "animal used in food, fur, or fiber production, agriculture, research, testing or education" and did not include animals sold in pet stores or raised in puppy mills, coverage of the act did not extend to pet breeding facilities. 90-72 Op. Kan. Att'y Gen. 4-5 (June 13, 1990).

With the release of the Attorney General's opinion exempting puppy mills from the facilities protection act, the controversy subsided. The California Legislature passed a "watered-down" puppy mill law. The law requires pet store owners to inform customers about illnesses a puppy might have and its state of origin. In addition, the law makes it illegal to sell dogs in need of hospitalization or surgery. Gannett News Service, Sept. 25, 1990 (LEXIS/NEXIS, NEXIS library, CURRNT file). Instead of dumping 15,000 pounds of bones on the Statehouse grounds, three California protesters delivered forty dog biscuits to the governor's office. United Press International, June 29, 1990, Section: Regional News, Distribution: Kansas (LEXIS/NEXIS, NEXIS library, CURRNT file).

While the dispute between California and Kansas has ended, the controversy involving Kansas puppy mills has not. On Wednesday, December 12, 1990, The Humane Society of the United States announced a boycott of pet stores selling puppies bred in Pennsylvania, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska. Kansas Included in Puppy Boycott Advisory, Topeka Capital-Journal, Dec. 13, 1990, at E2. The society contends that 600 breeders in the seven states involved in the boycott "force dogs to have multiple litters and then kill them because they can no longer reproduce." Id. The puppies produced are weak and diseased. Id.

Animal rights activists and California "bozos" are not the only persons opposed to recently passed Kansas animal cruelty statutes. In Kerr v. Kimmell, the plaintiff brought an action alleging that the Animal Dealers Act, Kansas Statutes Annotated §§ 47-1701 to 47-1731 (Supp. 1989), violated the United States Constitution. Kimmell, 740 F. Supp. 1525, 1527 (D. Kan. 1990). The plaintiff, a kennel owner from Silver Lake, Kansas, advanced a wide variety of arguments. First, the kennel operator argued that the act violated the commerce clause. The court rejected this argument, holding that the act serves the legitimate state interest of "quality control and humane treatment of animals," and that any burden on interstate commerce was incidental. Id. at 1529.

The plaintiff also argued that the statute violated the supremacy clause. Essentially, the plaintiff claimed that the Animal Welfare Act preempted state action. Citing specific language from the Animal Welfare Act indicating a congressional anticipation that states would remain active in the area of animal protection, the court held that this argument was without merit. Id. at 1529-30.

Because the Animal Dealers Act exempted breeders and brokers of greyhounds, the plaintiff argued that the act violated her equal protection rights. Using a rational basis standard of review, the court held that the decision to exempt greyhounds was reasonable given that jurisdiction over greyhounds was vested in the Kansas Racing Commission. Id. at 1530.

Finally, the plaintiff argued that the statute was unconstitutional because it allows the state to seize animals without a warrant, judicial review or probable cause. Id. The court did not reach the merits of this claim. Since the state had no plans to seize any of the plaintiff's animals, "no case or controversy concerning the seizure procedure exists." Id. The court granted the defendants motion for summary judgment. Id. at 1531.

a passing phenomena. In certain situations animal rights advocates work for specific, limited goals. Advocates also have long-term goals that will not be met until all animal abuse, as they broadly define it, is eliminated. Animal rights activists will persist in their efforts to use the courts to protect the rights and welfare of animals. The success or failure of these efforts often will be determined by whether plaintiffs can satisfy standing requirements. Animal rights advocates will continue to lobby legislators at both federal and state levels. These lobbying efforts will not be unopposed. Research scientists, consumers, hunters, trappers, anglers and others will work to limit the legislative successes of animal rights advocates. The recent enactment of research facility protection and hunter harassment acts demonstrate that these groups can effectively restrict the efforts of animal rights advocates. Future confrontations are inevitable and will continue to challenge the legal community.

David L. Boman